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In the paper at hand, we provide a formal derivation of the Stock to Flow Model and prove 
its non-linearity. We show that more than one predictor variable is needed for a correct 

specification; global transaction volume or money supply should be distinguished from the 
stock to flow ratio to avoid distortions. Our enhanced Capped Stock to Flow Model results in 

a fair Bitcoin value of around $25'000 by the end of 2020.  

Formal Derivation of the Stock to Flow Model 

If we talk about the Stock to Flow Model below, we refer to the logarithmic version given by PlanB.1  

Our analysis starts with two quantity identities which state that the supply of money always corresponds to 
the demand for money.  

supply of money ≡ demand for money 

M x V    ≡  T   global quantity equation  

PBitcoin x MBitcoin x VBitcoin  ≡  TBitcoin   Bitcoin quantity equation 

M = money supply 
V = velocity 
T = transaction volume 
P = price 
Unit of account = USD 
 
TBitcoin = bT       
 
b = Bitcoin adoption or percentage of Bitcoin to global transaction volume  
 
Reshaping the quantity equation for Bitcoin results in 
 

MCBitcoin = PBitcoin x MBitcoin     

 
MC =  market capitalization 
 

                                                             
1 https://medium.com/@100trillionUSD/modeling-bitcoins-value-with-scarcity-91fa0fc03e25 
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and in its logarithmic form 
 
ln MCBitcoin = ln b + ln T – ln VBitcoin     
 
If global transaction volume (T) and Bitcoin velocity (VBitcoin) are given, this equation transforms into 
 
ln MCBitcoin = a + ln b    a = ln T – ln VBitcoin 
 
and specifying b in a linear form 
 
b =  d + SF^c 
 
finally results in the famous Stock to Flow Model introduced by PlanB: 
 
ln MCBitcoin = e + c ln SF    e = a + ln d   
 
In his regression analysis PlanB got the following numbers for the parameters: 
e = 14.6  
c = 3.3 

According to this equation, the BTC price targets are astronomical:2 

Year BTC price prediction 

2020 100'000 $ 

2024 1'300'000 $ 

2028 18'000'000 $ 

 

Critical Discussion of the Stock to Flow Model 

According to our analysis, the Stock to Flow model by PlanB is misspecified and results in unrealistic price 

predictions. Our main criticisms are:  

1. Linearity:  

The model pretends a linear regression:  

b =  d + SF^c 
 
But, b is the percentage of Bitcoin to global transaction volume and therefore, the value of b can be a 
maximum of 100%. If b is a linear function, at some point b will surpass 100%. Hence, the correct 
specification of b must be an exponential function: 
  

                                                             
2 We used newer data for Bitcoin supply growth,  https://plot.ly/~BashCo/5.embed 
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b = f exp (kSF^c)    

The stock to flow ratio is not defined for the time, when the block reward disappears around the year 2140 
(division by 0).  To circumvent this, we input the inverse of the stock to flow ratio, which is the Bitcoin supply 

growth g: 

b =  f exp (kg^c)  

 

2. Simple regression:  

As we showed above, global transaction volume (T) and Bitcoin velocity (VBitcoin) should be specified 

explicitly. PlanB`s model contains a single predictor variable: the stock to flow ratio. Thus, by performing a 
regression, an overlap of a linear (lnT - lnV) and an exponential part (b) is measured simultaneously. The 
linear part could dominate from time to time and pretend a linear relationship3:  

ln MCBitcoin = ln (f exp (kg^c)) + ln T – ln VBitcoin   or,  

ln MCBitcoin =ln f + kg^c + ln T – ln VBitcoin 

We call this equation the Capped Stock to Flow Model. When the block reward disappears around the 
year 2140, this translates into:  

ln MCBitcoin = ln f + ln T – ln VBitcoin    or, 

MCBitcoin = PBitcoin x MBitcoin  

The parameter f is the maximum allowed value for b. If f = 1, then all transactions worldwide are executed 

in Bitcoin. 

 

Regression Analysis of the Capped Stock to Flow Model 

We performed a statistical analysis of the following equation: 

ln MCBitcoin =ln f + k g^c + ln T – ln VBitcoin 

Data:  

Bitcoin market cap:  https://github.com/100trillionUSD/bitcoin 

Bitcoin supply growth:  https://plot.ly/~BashCo/5.embed 

Bitcoin transaction volume: coinmetrics  

                                                             
3 This is the case, when inflationary effects kick in. 
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Data range: September 2010 – November 20194 

 

Assumptions: 

T = MV = world money supply M1: 95 trillion in the year 20175 

M1 supply growth  = 10% a year  

VBitcoin   

The regression was solved by using Excel and minimizing t he mean squared error (MSE). 

Regression results: 
f = 0.64   k = -14.4  c =  0.42 

Fit Capped Stock to Flow Model Stock to Flow Model by PlanB 

R2 MC 64% 61% 

R2 ln (MC)  90% 92% 

 

Both models fit about the same6, but the price targets of the capped model are much more modest:7 

Year Capped Stock to Flow Model Stock to Flow Model by PlanB 

2020 25`000 USD  100`000 USD 

2024 70`000 USD 1`300`000 USD 

2028 170`000 USD  18`000`000 USD 

 

According to the capped model, Bitcoin adoption will be 64% of global transaction volume by the year 2140 
(f = 0.64).  

                                                             
4 Bitcoin velocity is a critical factor and figures are heavily distorted before September 2010. 
5 http://money.visualcapitalist.com 
6 We leave it to others to test the regression results in more depth.  
7 Price targets are fair values. Actual prices could significantly deviate from the targets in the short- and medium term. 
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Chart 1: Bitcoin market capitalization: regression results and predictions

 

Chart 2: Bitcoin price: regression results and predictions 
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Chart 3 shows the predicted Bitcoin adoption (b). According to PlanB`s model:  

1.)  adoption overshoots 100% from year 2024 on, which is impossible. 

3.) adoption is more volatile. 

2.)  adoption decreases between the halvings.   

 

This strange behavior is a result of mixing monetary and stock to flow effects.  

 

Chart 3: Bitcoin adoption (b): regression results and predictions

 

 
Price predictions by PlanB`s model could only become reality if monetary effects kick in. This is evident 

by using the quantity equation and transforming:  

ln MCBitcoin = ln b + ln T – ln VBitcoin = ln b + ln (MV) – ln VBitcoin = ln b + ln M + ln (V/VBitcoin) 

Inflated money supply (M) and hyperinflationary effects (V/VBitcoin) could catapult the 
Bitcoin price. But that cannot be attributed to the stock to flow ratio.  

 
Chart 4 shows the predicted Bitcoin adoption (b), if global money supply growth tripled to 30% per year 
from now on. In that case, PlanB`s model would be valid up until 2024, assuming a 100% global adoption 

of Bitcoin. But, the strange behaviour  of a decreasing adoption between the halvings would be even more 
pronounced and shows the misspecification. 
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Chart 4: Bitcoin adoption (b): regression results and predictions given 30% future money supply growth 

 

Conclusion 
Based on economic theory, we have proved that the Stock to Flow Model must be capped. Bitcoin 

adoption cannot exceed 100% of global transaction volume. To avoid distortions, the model specification 
should include monetary variables such as global transaction volume and bitcoin velocity. Monetary 
variables explain the size and the stock to flow ratio the division of the cake. Using the Capped Stock to Flow 
Model, Bitcoin price predictions become more realistic and fluctuate around 25`000 USD by the end of 

2020.    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: All information provided in this publication, including all financial information, is provided for informational purposes 
only and does not constitute an investment recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy, hold or sell any financial or investment 
products. They don’t represent any legal, tax and / or other advice. In particular, a previous performance is neither an indication nor a 
guarantee for future development. There is neither a tacit or an explicit guarantee of future performance. Investments in foreign 
currencies are also subject to currency fluctuations. In addition, forecasts do not provide reliable indications of future development. 
SwissRex AG assumes no responsibility or liability, including negligence and liability towards third parties, for any loss or direct or 
indirect damage or consequential damage of any kind suffered by the users of the publication arising directly or indirectly from the 
use, access or modification of this publication. 

  


